Context-awareness is a key requirement in many of today's networks, services and applications. Context management systems are used to provide access to distributed, dynamic context information. The reliability of remotely accessed dynamic context information is impacted by network delay, packet drop probability, its information dynamics and the access strategy used. Due to the characteristics of the different access strategies, different levels of reliability of context information can be ensured, but at the same time, these strategies lead to different access traffic which impacts also the network performance, and hence feeds back to the reliability of the information. Furthermore, different levels of QoS may be available and used in order to mitigate the impact of network performance degradation on the reliability of the dynamic context information. In this paper we describe a system and algorithms that are capable of configuring effectively context access strategies in order to maximize reliability of all accessed dynamic context information. The framework utilizes and extends existing information reliability models, and it can utilize different network performance models. Simulation results of scenarios in which the framework uses finite-buffer bottleneck performance models demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm to increase reliability. Furthermore, the framework is applied to a scenario with QoS classes that allows to trade off delay and loss via different buffer-size configurations.
Introduction
The ability of applications to adapt to the users' environment is often referred to as context awareness, [1] , and is becoming a key factor in today's mobile networks, since users need to be able to efficiently interact with applications and platforms in a highly dynamic world. Context awareness is achieved by accessing dynamic context information provided by context agents in a context management system and is a highly desirable feature for future mobile applications. However, the access to dynamic context information distributed in the environment has to be carefully designed to achieve scalability and context reliability. European projects like MAGNET Beyond [10] , SPICE, [11] or E-SENSE, [12] , and others outside Europe, have been researching and developing concepts for context management for some time, whereas reliability and accuracy indicators for context information just recently caught the attention e.g. in the project SENSEI, [13] .
In those projects as well as within the research field, see e.g. [3, 4] , reliability of context information has been acknowledged as an important meta data to context information as the end user's satisfaction obtained from context-aware systems is directly depending on the reliability of the context information. In the respect of reliability, some work focuses on information reliability in terms of the uncertainty of the information source, e.g. using fuzzy logic approaches, [5] or [6] , in which reliability is related to inexactness and uncertainty of obtained information and not the timely aspects of the information. Other work focuses on reliability of the information either by considering the age of the information, see e.g. [8, 14] or [7] . However, the information age needs to be related to the temporal dynamics of the information in order to provide a useful notion of reliability.
The reliability of context information is challenged by network delay, information dynamics, the context access strategy used and its parameter settings. The choice of the context access strategy on the other hand also influences network performance through the context access traffic. This paper provides a framework for automatic configuration of access to remote dynamic context information which accounts for the interplay between the network, the access strategies and their configurations, while maximizing the overall reliability of the information access.
The quality of context information plays an important role in adapting a system to continuously changing situations. In order for these systems to function optimally, they are required to implement measures that can resolve context conflicts in order to limit making of faulty contextaware adaptation decisions. Today there are several means to measure context quality and there is a large amount of literature on context modeling and representation, yet more needs to be done to insure context information exchange with guaranteed quality levels [23] [24] . There are several methods and techniques that are able to measure Quality of Context, amongst them are sensor training i.e (precision and correctness calculation), algorithms to calculate QoC value of aggregated context and conflict resolution algorithms. However most of the research done on context quality aims to develop a control scheme where context information is gathered, then classified and then is checked for quality by using one of the previous methods. Most of these methods seem to neglect the fact that there are networking issues that need to be addressed such as delay, overhead, jitter which directly context quality for dynamic context sources. While there is work [25] that provides networking QoS to context information, targeting higher-level context quality metrics with a model-based approach is the main novel contribution of this paper.
Context management framework
For applications to be able to adapt to their environment, access to dynamic context information [1] , which describes the current situation, is required. Context Management systems offer flexible access often via dedicated query languages, e.g. [9, 2] , which allow applications easy access to distributed information.
A generic context management framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 , which contains a set of entities called Context Agents (CA). Each CA is responsible for collecting data from its own local environment, as shown to the right in the figure: one CA exists on each device collecting information on, for instance, location, noise and temperature, respectively. A server in the network will act as context manager, which is responsible for maintaining the overlay network of context agents, i.e. it performs agent discovery, maintenance of agent information, information (de)registration and later on also access optimization for access to context information. In our considered architecture, context sensitive applications access context information through the context manager. The node that operates the context manager, is called the Context Management Node (CMN).
As seen to the right of Fig. 1 , context information at the source changes according to external events, while the context-sensitive application would like to perform actions matching the true state of the context values at the source. When that information is dynamically changing, communication and processing delays can lead to deviations of the known context value at the application from the true value at the source. In our earlier work, we introduced the notion of mismatch probability (mmPr), [17] that is defined as the probability that at the time instant of using a certain information for processing in the context-sensitive application, this information does not match the value at the (physical) source. The reliability of context information has previously been acknowledged and considered an important part of the quality of context, [3, 4, 14] or [8] , but not used in any effective way. In this paper we use this quantitative context reliability metric for intelligent choices of access strategies to improve reliability for all context sensitive applications requiring access to various dynamic distributed information elements.
The mismatch probability depends not only on the two stochastic processes (a) network delay and (b) information change process, but also on the strategy by which the information is accessed. The following three strategies will be used as principle mechanisms to access remote dynamic context information:
Reactive strategy: whenever the application intends to process a certain context value, the context manager sends a request to the context providing agent, and gets a response with the information value in return. Fig. 2 illustrates this access strategy. Proactive, event driven: the context manager has setup a subscription to the context providing agent, and each time information changes value, the context agent sends an update to the context manager. For continuous information types, such change events can be defined via discretization intervals. The proactive event-driven strategy is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Proactive, periodic update: the context manager has setup a subscription to the context providing agent, which after recurring time interval sends the current value to the context manager. Fig. 4 illustrates this periodic strategy.
The goal of the developed framework and algorithms is that the context manager is able to select and configure the access strategy by which it interacts with the various context agents to provide the information in such way that the reliability of the information is effectively increased.
The decision on which strategy to take is not trivial as it involves several stochastic processes and parameters that may be adjusted, and as each different strategy puts different loads to the network, and any decision effectively feeds back via an increased network delay to the mismatch probability and hereby may render decisions not optimal.
The objective of the algorithm is therefore to decide upon one of the three access mechanisms that should be used, as well as parameter settings, while considering that the context access traffic also affects the network; so impact on network delay and loss caused by the higher load is taken into account.
Interactions in the context management framework
The interactions between the different entities in the assumed context management framework are illustrated in Fig. 5 . The different entities in the system are as follows:
Context agents: Collect local context information, and provide remote access to context information. Context agents register at the CMN at start-up. Context management node: maintains a repository of (a) available context agents and (b) available context information in the network, and has possibility to control the interactions for context access between the context agents. Network performance prediction: a component that allows to obtain information of the network performance and provide information on how potential additional traffic changes network performance. Context-dependent application: This application uses dynamic context information for real-time decisions. The correctness of these decisions affects the resulting application quality. All CAs register at the CMN. They thereby provide information about the type of context elements they can offer and the relevant parameters. Particularly, they provide information on the temporal dynamics of the context element, which in our simplified setting are exponentially distributed inter-event times with a rate k i of the context-element i. Furthermore, also information on the size of update messages of the context element is provided. When an application or middleware function on a node is interested in a certain context element, it sends a subscription to the CMN. Along with other query related specifications, the application also sends its expected request rate and potentially also bounds on mismatch probability of the context element or on access delays. The CMN then evaluates which context access procedure with what parameter setting is best for this new subscription. In order to do so, it will interact with the network performance prediction function in the network. Having determined the most suitable configuration, the CMN informs the subscriber and the CA about this configuration and starts receiving context updates (in the proactive strategies) respectively relaying requests for context elements in the reactive strategies. All interaction between subscriber and CA is performed via the CMN in order to allow abstraction and efficient processing. Reactive strategy -the CMN sends request to the CA. The first request in the shown example leads to a matching information element, whereas the second ones leads to a mismatching information element. The delay for sending the response impacts the mismatch probability.
The CMN keeps track of all active subscriptions. Hence, as a variant, when a new subscription comes in, the CMN may not only determine an optimal access configuration for this newly arriving subscription, but it may in addition identify that it is beneficial to change some of the configurations of the already active subscriptions. Both cases will be specified and evaluated further below.
Analytic model representation
In order to calculate the impact of different access strategies on mismatch probability, different model parts need to be combined as illustrated in Fig. 6 : Based on the parameters of the context elements accessed (change event rate k and update size U i ) in the upper left and based on the request rate, l, provided within the subscription request, the additionally created network traffic can be calculated in the upper left block. These are straightforward calculations, outlined further below for the individual strategies. The additional traffic is input to the network model, which is used to calculate network performance parameters for the paths between subscriber and context provider. In the example illustrated these parameters are mean delays and packet loss probabilities, but more advanced network models (beyond mean value calculations) are possible.
The delay and loss values are then used together with the context and subscription parameters to calculate the resulting mismatch probability per context element for different access configurations (lower left block). Finally, the calculated individual mismatch values are combined in a single metric called GmmPr as introduced further below and the model part outputs the minimum GmmPr and the corresponding strategy.
Utilization increase calculations
When a new subscription is executed by the CMN, additional network traffic is generated. The required additional throughput, g, is calculated in the following for the three different access strategies. U is thereby the size of the different messages (requests or updates), l is the request Fig. 3 . Proactive event driven strategy -in the shown example, reception of the update from Event 1 leads to a correct value at the CMN until Event 2 happens at the CA. Update 2 will be filtered out at the CMN by the use of sequence numbers. Fig. 4 . Proactive periodic update -with a time interval T, an update of the most current value at the context agent is sent to the context manager. Reordered outdated updates are filtered out via sequence numbers. rate, k is the rate of the change events of the context information, and s is the rate of the periodic updates. Messages that are dropped in the network are included in the throughput calculations.
CMN
Reactive strategy. The context access traffic generated by the reactive strategy is depending on the request size, the response size and the rate of requests (assuming request arrivals with rate l). The generated traffic is:
Proactive event driven update. For the proactive event driven strategy the traffic generated depends entirely on the change rate of the information and the size of the updates:
Proactive periodic update. For proactive periodic update strategy the context access traffic generated is directly depending on the update rate and the size of the updates:
. Network model
The Network model is used to translate utilization into delay and packet loss probability. This paper uses two different network models: (1) an M/M/1/K model, which has the advantage of a small parameter space, while still allowing to analyze trade-offs between delay and loss when varying the buffer-size K. (2) A more complex network model consisting of the convolution of a transmission delay with a queueing delay obtained from a bursty MMPP/ M/1/K model.
The mean delay and packet drop probabilities at utilization q of the M/M/1/K queue are found in any standard queuing theory book:
K is hereby the overall offered load to the queue (in packets per time unit), K the size of the buffer at the bottleneck (measured in packets).
The analysis of the algorithms for context subscription handling also uses a more complex network model which is formed from the convolution of an end-to-end forwarding delay and a queueing delay. The forwarding delay is modelled by an exponential delay. The queueing delay is assuming bursty cross-traffic with exponential ON-OFF pattern superimposed to Poisson context access traffic. The cross-traffic represents a base-load, while the Poisson rate of the context traffic is a function of the number of active subscriptions, their context parameters and the selected access strategies, see Section 3.1. This traffic model can be represented by a 2-state Markov-modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) and the performance metrics, mean delay and packet loss probability, of the corresponding MMPP/M/1/K queue can be calculated with matrix-analytic methods [21] . In order to keep the complexity of the mmPr calculations low, the queueing delay is then assumed to be exponentially distributed with a mean that is obtained from the numerical solution of the MMPP/M/ 1/K queue. That way, the mismatch probability calculations can be performed based on Erlangian-2 type distributions for network delay. Such distribution is a specific case of a general phase-type or matrix-exponential distribution, represented in the notation introduced by Lipsky [22] by a vector/matrix pair hp; Bi, such that its cumulative distribution function and density function can be described as
Here p is an entry row-vector to the delay model, B is the generator matrix for the delay model and e 0 is a column vector of ones. In the simplest case of an exponentially distribution, p ¼ 1 and B ¼ m (the rate of the process), which later simplifies the used mismatch probability equations. The used Erlangian-type model for the network delay has a Matrix exponential representation:
where m t is the transmission delay rate, and m q the queuing delay rate calculated from the queueing model as described above.With this, it is fairly simple to independently adjust the two types of delay occurring in the system we investigate. More complicated delay models can easily be represented by more general matrix-exponential distributions.
Mismatch probability calculations
We extend the equations of [17] that describe the mismatch probabilities for the different access strategies. The main extensions are to include packet loss, which are relevant when UDP transmissions are used for the context access. In case of context access traffic via TCP, packet losses lead to retransmissions, which can me mimicked by an adjusted message delay distribution. We however assume UDP context traffic for which losses are relevant to be included in the model.
Reactive strategy. In order to receive a correct context information message, the reactive strategy requires successful transmission of two messages; otherwise the CMN does not receive a response which we assume to lead to a mismatch. Under the condition of successful two way communication, i.e. the request and response are not lost, it is only the delay of the response that may lead to mismatches. Extending the approach of [17] while assuming both the inter-event time, hp E ; B E i, and the network delays, hp D ; B D i, are Matrix-exponential distributed renewal processes, we can express the mismatch probability as follows:
The symbols and È represent the Kronecker-product and Kronecker-sum, see [20] When both the network delay and the time between context change events are exponentially distributed with rates m and k, this equation simplifies to:
Note that the mmPr increases with increasing context change rate k and with increasing network delays (which correspond to decreasing rate, m, of the delay distribution).
For recurrent context information types, the equations from [17] can be analogously extended. In addition to the reactive strategy, it would also be possible to cache data that has been received to be used as response for subsequent request within some finite time interval. This mechanism we evaluated in [18] , however, to keep the configuration space low, we choose not to allow caching techniques to be applied.
Proactive event driven update. The mismatch probability without packet loss for this approach turns out to be exactly the same as for the reactive strategy, see [17] ; in case of potential packet loss, a information match now requires that the last update message has not been lost. We assume here that information updates are complete, i.e. each update completely replaces old information stored at the context manager. An alternative update approach does exist, where updates are incremental, but with a non-zero packet loss probability, this type of update is not useful since one dropped message leads to subsequent mismatches. For the case of Matrix-exponential interevent times and network delays, the results from [17] are hence extended to
which reduces in case of exponential distributions to mmPr event;exp ¼ 1 À ð1 À p loss Þ m k þ m Á Proactive periodic update. The mmPr model of the periodic update case assumes an exponentially distributed update interval with rate s in order to simplify the mathematical calculations. If context providing processes are lowly prioritized by the operating system, stochastic fluctuations in the update period are not rare, even if timers are used. The basic approach and the resulting equation to calculate the mismatch probability is the same as in [17] , and for Matrix Exponential distribution can be expressed as
which can be simplified in case of exponentially distributed processes mmPr per;exp ¼ /e w Cð/ þ wÞ w /þw F Cð/þw;wÞ ð1Þ:
The latter equation has the advantage that it is integral free, but is limited to only the exponentially distributed case. For the two stage delay, numerical integration is required for solving the mmPr.
Including packet loss is done by considering the update process as a thinned Poisson process with thinning probability ð1 À p loss Þ, so that the parameter w now becomes w ¼ sð1 À p loss Þ=m (where s is the update rate, and m is the delay rate). The other parameter remains as / ¼ k=m (ratio of event and delay rates). F Cða;bÞ is the cdf of a gamma distribution with parameters a and b.
Rejection of context requests. As context subscription traffic in any of the above three configurations also influences network delays and loss probabilities, it will increase the mmPr for other subscriptions. Depending on the optimization target, it can hence be beneficial to reject context subscriptions to avoid this negative impact on other ongoing subscriptions. In case of rejection of a subscription, no additional network traffic is generated, but the mismatch probability for the context accesses of this rejected subscriptions are mmPr ¼ 1.
Global mismatch probability
When there are N context subscriptions, we define in a single metric that we call the global mmPr (GmmPr). For simplicity in this work we use the average mmPr of the N sources:
Other definitions, e.g. using weighted averages based on context access frequency or based on context relevance can be considered when demanded by the specific scenario.
Optimization of dynamic context subscriptions
The modelling framework of the previous section is now utilized for configuration selection of context subscriptions within the context management framework introduced in Section 2.
Algorithm descriptions
In the following, we present two algorithms that run at the CMN. The first algorithm provides the base case, when a subscription is initiated by a context-dependent application or device middleware, the CMN determines the optimal configuration for this newly starting subscription while taking into account the network conditions and also the impact of this new subscription traffic on the already ongoing context subscriptions. The second algorithm includes a reconfiguration of already active context subscriptions and as such is an extension of the first one. Although we do not consider this later in the evaluation, the second algorithm could also be triggered by changes in the network resources, e.g. by increase or decrease of the other traffic in the network, or by reduction of available bandwidth/change of delays in wireless communication settings.
Algorithm 1: Configuration of new subscriptions. The first algorithm is executed by the CMN upon the reception of a new subscription. As our intention here is to evaluate the benefit from an intelligent configuration choice, the algorithm is not optimized for efficiency, but rather implements a brute-force search over the possible configuration set -taking parameterized strategies (in our example the periodic strategy with update rate s) via discretized search spaces into account.
Algorithm 1. New subscription configuration algorithm
Algorithm 2: Reconfigure all subscriptions. While the previous algorithm only considers the newly incoming subscription, it may also be worth to adapt the way already existing subscriptions are executed. As the CMN keeps track of all subscriptions, their access strategies and their parameters, it can use this information to optimize the target metric further. As we are only interested in a potential benefit of such reconfiguration, we also in this case do not implement very sophisticated efficient search approaches, but rather an algorithm that first determines the optimal configuration of the new subscription, and then iterates over all existing subscriptions to check if an improvement can be obtained by changing the configuration. This obviously does not guarantee convergence to the true optimum, as it locally optimizes each individual subscription. Nevertheless, the algorithm is useful in the evaluation part to investigate benefits from reconfigurations. Note that the context access strategies are actually not updated at every individual context request, but rather at establishment of new subscriptions. Once a subscription has been accepted, the CMN and CA communicate in the determined way for a number of context requests (or change events or periodic update messages). Only when a new subscription is signaled to the CMN, a reconfiguration may happen. The network load created by the reconfigurations themselves is therefore small in case of long lasting subscriptions; the network models in this paper therefore do not consider the subscription management and subscription reconfiguration traffic.
Evaluation methodology
To evaluate the algorithms' performance a series of simulations were carried out. These simulations will compare the intelligent mmPr-based configuration optimization algorithms against strategies that assign a constant default access strategy to new subscriptions. The simulation considers the arrival of N context access requests at the CMN, the request parameters as well as the context parameters are thereby stochastically varying (using uniform distributions). All parameters and their values in the simulation are listed in Table 1 Repeat rep times, for all previously existing subscriptions subtract current load L_old caused by this subscription in current access mode from total load L. Take this subscription out of the currently active set and consider it as 'new'; determine_configuration_of_new_subscription at load L-L_old considering the just taken out old subscription; Add subscription to the currently active set with potentially changed access strategy; L = L-L_old+(load created by reconfigured subscription) Call network model to calculate network performance metrics (D, p_l) at load L + L_inc for resources R; Calculate GmmPr for these network performance metrics and existing plus new subscriptions; If calculated GmmPr < best_mmPr;
Set currently considered access strategy and parameters as best one;
Update best_mmPr; end-if end for-previously-existing; end repeat-rep-times;
assumes that the parameters of the specifically addressed context elements (change rate, update size) and the resulting individual request rate are known by the context agent respectively the subscribing application and hence are correctly specified (see Tables 2 and 3) .
For the network, we assume that the context access traffic of all N subscriptions share the same network bottleneck, we consider a scenario where a CMN is running on a wireless connected device, hence the CMN receives and manages these N subscriptions over the same wireless access interface. We use two different models: (1) a network model based on solely the queueing delay of an M/M/1/K model and (2) a network model which uses an exponential forwarding delay in convolution with a queueing delay whose mean is calculated from a bursty MMPP/ M/1/K model. The service rate used for both models is motivated by a WLAN access scenario with a link capacity of 10 Mb/s. The buffer-size for the used bottleneck link is set to K ¼ 100 messages. It is furthermore assumed that the node is not exclusively running the CMN functionality, but other (non-context) traffic is utilizing the same wireless interface, creating a 'base load' taking two different values, bursty traffic with 75% utilization for the MMPP/ M/1/K model, and 90% for the M/M/1/K model.
The mmPr models are then used in the simulations to calculate the resulting GmmPr of the context access after each incoming subscription, comparing the selections from the algorithms from the previous section with three default constant access configurations. The comparison cases are: (1) always reactive access; (2) always event-driven access; and (3) periodic with a fixed update rate of s ¼ 0:2 updates/s. Obviously, other heuristic methods of selecting access could be considered, but are not included here due to space limitations.
The algorithm that minimizes the GmmPr based only on the configuration of the newly incoming subscription (Alg 1) is compared with the approach that iterates over all active subscriptions (Alg 2), where the number of iterations is set to 2. Table 1 summarizes the context information parameters and the M/M/1/K and MMPP/M/1/K parameters used for all six scenarios. The context parameters are thereby uniformly distributed in the range specified by the given intervals in the table.
Simulation results
M/M/1/K network model. Fig. 7 shows the mean GmmPr of 20 simulations each having 50 subscription requests. The corresponding dashed lines show the 95% confidence intervals of this mean estimate from the 20 simulations. The graph represents a comparison of the fixed access strategies, periodic, reactive, and event-driven, with Algorithm 1 (optimized configuration of newly incoming subscription only) and the iterative Algorithm 2, which optimizes the configuration of the newly incoming subscription and subsequently makes two iterations over the already established subscriptions to reconfigure in case of better configuration options. Rejections of access requests (leading to mismatch equals 1 for this subscription) do not occur. After 50 subscriptions at the right end of the curve, averaged over the 20 runs of Algorithm 1, the configurations that result are: 36.4 event driven, 13.6 reactive, 0 periodic. The reconfiguration of already previously accepted subscriptions (Algorithm 2, black curve) shows a slightly lower average GmmPr compared to only selecting a configuration for the new subscription (Algorithm 1, pink curve). Algorithm 2 configuration results are: 31.45 event driven, 18.55 reactive and 0 periodic. The results show that the model-based optimizations lead to a substantially lower GmmPr than the fixed strategies. The iteration with potential reconfigurations of already existing subscriptions thereby shows a slight further gain, which is statistically relevant judging from the detailed inspection of the confidence intervals at slightly lower confidence level; however, the additional computational effort and also communication effort for reconfiguration of subscriptions appears not justified in the considered scenario.
Network model based on convolution of transmission time with queueing delay from bursty model. Fig. 8 shows the mean GmmPr of 20 simulations each having 50 subscription requests when using the more complex network model, consisting of an exponentially distributed transmission delay convoluted by a queueing delay whose mean is determined from a MMPP/M/1/k model with increasing utilization upon accepted subscriptions. The service rate is 10 Mb/s and the Cross traffic is 7.5 MB/s. The corresponding dashed lines show the 95% confidence intervals of this mean estimate from the 20 simulations. The graph again shows a comparison of the fixed access strategies with Algorithm 1 (optimization of newly incoming subscription) and the iterative Algorithm 2 with two optimization iterations (including potential reconfigurations of previously accepted subscriptions). Rejections of access requests do not occur. After 50 subscriptions at the right end of the curve, averaged over the 20 runs of Algorithm 1, the configurations that result are: 44.85 event driven, 5.15 reactive, 0 periodic. The reconfiguration of already previously accepted subscriptions (Algorithm 2, black curve) shows a slightly lower average GmmPr compared to only selecting a configuration for the new subscription (Algorithm 1, pink curve). Algorithm 2 configuration results are: 31.8 event driven, 18.2 reactive and 0 periodic.
It is of interest to notice the big difference in the numerical values of GmmPr in the two cases using the different network models. Adding the exponential transmission delay (which is independent of network traffic) in the second scenario, the impact of increasing number of subscriptions becomes much lower. On the other hand, the absolute values of the GmmPr are much higher than for the M/M/1/K case, despite the substantially lower utilization. The optimization algorithm is still effective in the scenario with complex network model, but in the chosen case, a fixed event-driven strategy almost performs equally well. Note however, that this result is a consequence of the considered scenario, and the algorithm would still be needed to identify the choice of strategies in a general setting. The benefit from reconfigurations of already existing subscriptions is small in both scenarios. That algorithm however is still useful as it can be applied also in settings when network behavior changes drastically (e.g. due to path failure and re-routing), since then existing subscriptions may need to be adapted.
Summary
The model-based optimization algorithms are executed on the Context-Management-Node (CMN), which is the node that receives all context subscriptions and manages the interaction with the context providers. We introduced two algorithm versions: (1) An algorithm that makes decisions on what context access strategy and configuration to use when handling a newly incoming subscription and (2) an algorithm that in addition considers reconfiguration of already established context subscriptions. The target in both cases is a metric called Global mismatch Probability (GmmPr) that is the average over all subscriptions of the probability that at the time of processing context information, the physical context source has changed value. The model used in both algorithms addresses the feedback loop of the impact of decisions on network traffic and hence network performance. Simulations were made to test and compare the algorithms. The simulation results showed that selections of context access configurations based on the mmPr model are able to reduce GmmPr, however, the level of improvements depends highly on the scenario considered.
Subscription configuration for class-based traffic differentiation
Modern packet-switched network realizations allow for differentiated treatment of different traffic types, e.g. via the DiffServ architecture [16] . That way it is possible to apply different scheduling strategies and to configure different buffer-sizes for queues in bottleneck routers. The latter degree of freedom allows to trade-off delay for packet-loss. In order to extend the context subscription configuration algorithms from the previous section to a traffic differentiation scenario, we first motivate the expected benefit from class-based traffic treatment by an analysis of the trade-off of loss versus delay on the context mismatch probability. We subsequently extend Algorithms 1 and 2 to the class-based scenario and investigate the resulting context subscription performance, measured by global mismatch probability, in simulation experiments.
Delay versus loss trade-off
In a class-based QoS differentiation scheme, it is possible to have different subscriptions treated in different classes which potentially use different buffer-sizes. Using short buffers, lower transmission delays result at the cost of increased packet loss. Using the mmPr models and assuming the M/M/1/K bottleneck buffer model, the impact of the buffer size changes on the resulting context quality can be analyzed in the analytic model. Fig. 9 shows the mmPr of the reactive access strategy, when it operates in a network which is described by a bottleneck M/M/1/K queuing model with varying buffer size K. The different curves show from bottom to top different context change rates of k ¼ 1; 2; 5, while other parameters of the context information (update size equals to one single packet) and the context access rate (l ¼ 2) are constant, and the service rate of the M/M/1/K model maps a 10 Mb/s WLAN scenario with packet size of 1000 bytes, which here is assumed to run in overload at q ¼ 1:2. Note that in order to analyze the delay-loss trade-off, in contrast to the previous algorithms and evaluations, the additional (constant) context access traffic is here not taken into consideration, so the bottleneck utilization is exactly the same across all strategies. Fig. 9 shows that for the chosen example scenario, each curve reaches a minimum mmPr value, marked by the stars on the curves. As we are using analytic formulas, the buffer-size K min at which the minimum mmPr is achieved can be calculated from numerically searching the root of the mmPr derivative for the given parameters. Fig. 10 shows the resulting K min values for different event rates (x-axis) and for different utilization of the bottleneck queue. For the reactive strategy with the used scenario parameters, scenarios with lower event rates and lower utilization favor delay over loss, so larger buffers are better (K min grows). Note that this section is not intending to formally proof such behavior but rather acts as motivation that DiffServ-like class differentiation with different buffer sizes can be valuable and that there exist approaches to determine optimal class parameters.
Algorithm
Basic approach for a class-based scenario is to extend the algorithms of the previous section by also iterating over the possible C DiffServ classes. The Network model then needs to be able to compute the resulting performance (mean delay and loss probability in our case) given that a certain context traffic is added to a specific class. To keep this part simple in our analysis, we assume a static bandwidth assignment, i.e. the overall link capacity of the bottleneck is distributed to the C classes, so that for each class i, an M/M/1/K i model can be applied to calculate mean delay and loss within that class. The buffer-size K i and the service rate l i can then be set independently for each class, as long as P i l i ¼ l.
As before in Section 4, the extended algorithm is executed at the reception of a new subscription. The algorithm then checks the available QoS classes and calculates the mmPr over all access strategies, now also for all QoS classes. The algorithm then selects the class and the strategy that results in the lowest GmmPr, taking into account also the impact of the additional context traffic on the already existing subscriptions (only the subscriptions in the same class as the new subscription are affected in the used scheduling strategy). Analogously to Algorithm 2, subsequently already existing subscriptions are reconsidered for potential reconfiguration. The extended pseudo code is found below. 
Simulation model
In order to evaluate the algorithms, simulations as described in Section 4.2 were extended to the class-based scenario enabling now to compare Algorithm 3 with the class-less scenario using Algorithm 2. As in Section 4, the simulation considers the arrival of N context access requests at the CMN. All parameters and their values in the simulation are listed in Table 4 . Same assumptions as for the previous simulations hold: (1) The CMN is assumed to have perfect knowledge of the average request rates for the individual subscriptions. (2) For the network, we assume that the context access traffic of all N subscriptions share the same network bottleneck. (3) A WLAN scenario is used to motivate the network parameters. The corresponding same packet rate is in the class-based scheme mapped to the larger Class 1, leading to class utilizations from background traffic of q 1 ¼ 1 (while Class 2 has no background load, q 2 ¼ 0) for the 90% utilization scenario. For the 100% utilization scenario the resulting background utilization on Class 1 is q 1 ¼ 1:11. Mapping all background traffic into Class 1 corresponds to a scenario in which Class 2 is exclusively reserved for context traffic, while the subscription configuration algorithm is also allowed to use Class 1. resulting new GmmPr best_mmPr. Begin best_mmPr = 1.0; best_class = NaN; best_strategy = NaN; for all classes j = 1, ,N;
For all access strategies in (Reject, reactive, proactive event-driven, proactive periodic_rate1, . . .proactive periodic_rate); calculate additional class load Lj_inc created by NEW subscription when using this access strategy (see Table I ); Call network model to calculate class performance metrics (Dj, Pj) at class load Lj + Lj_inc for resources R;
Find Minimum N Class GmmPr If calculated GmmPr < best_mmPr; Set currently considered access strategy and parameters as best one; best_Class = j; Update best_mmPr; end-if end for-loop-access strategies; Calculate Link Global mmPr (GmmPr) for all classes;
Select class, strategy and parameter that minimizes Link GmmPr; If Subscription_number > 1 for selected class Run Reconfigure subscriptions and recalculate GmmPr; end for-loop-classes; end function;
Simulation results
Scenario with 90% utilization from other traffic. Fig. 11 shows the Comparison between classless context optimization and class-based context optimization with a baseload of 9 Mbit/s, which in the class-based scheme is put onto Class 1. The results shows that the class distribution for 20 simulation runs is: on average 3 out of 50 subscriptions are in Class 1, while Class 2 is used for on average 47 out of 50 subscriptions; no subscriptions are rejected. The subscriptions show on average the following distribution in the class-full scenario: 18.75 using the reactive strategy, on average 31.15 using the proactive event strategy, and 0.1 periodic.
For the classless scenario the same results as shown in Section 4.3 apply. As it can be seen from the results, splitting the link into two classes does not benefit the reduction of Global mmPr for active subscriptions in the shown scenario of 90% background traffic utilization.
Scenario with 100% utilization from other traffic. Fig. 12 shows the comparison between classless context optimization and class-based context optimization with a base-load of 10 Mbit/s which again is assigned to Class 1 in the classbased scheme. The results shows that for the class-based scenario, the class distribution is on average 0.2 subscriptions for Class 1 and 49.8 subscriptions for Class 2. As for the subscription distribution, for the class-based scenario, it is on average 0.7 rejects, 18.55 reactive, 30.55 proactive event driven and 0.2 for proactive periodic update. The results for the classless scenario were presented in Section 4.3. In this highly saturated scenario it can be seen that using a split link benefits the Global mmPr for all active subscriptions.
Summary
We investigated the possibility of increasing context information reliability by configuration of access strategies during subscription establishment and by use of QoS classification. The paper defines and evaluates an algorithm which is intended to be used as a part of a context QoS control framework. The algorithm uses extensions of analytic calculations of mismatch probabilities to scenarios with packet loss, motivated by UDP based context access scenarios. Furthermore, it uses a network model to compute the impact of additional context traffic on network performance metrics. The model-based algorithm is executed on the Context-Management-Node (CMN), which is the node that receives all context subscriptions and manages the interaction with the context providers. The algorithm was evaluated for two network models; a simple M/M/1/ K bottleneck queuing model and a more complicated network model that uses a convolution of transmission delays and load-dependent queueing delays, in this case for bursty ON/OFF background traffic overlaid to Poisson context traffic. The evaluation results show the effectiveness of the approach. Evaluations of DiffServ like scenarios with two traffic classes allow to quantify the benefit of utilizing dedicated network resources for context traffic. 30 Packets Classless maximum link capacity (l link ) 10 Mbit/s Class 1 maximum link capacity (l 1 ) 9 Mbit/s Class 1 maximum link capacity (l 2 ) 1 Mbit/s 
